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About your instructor

Lavall Chichester 

EXPERIENCE

2004 Started in digital marketing & founded Footnote Films

2012 Built the Local Search Product for LocalVox 

2015
Turned the Search Group at Profero into a multi-million dollar business in less 

than a year

2015 Made AdAge 40 under 40 list

2017 Founded Growth Skills

LAVALL CHICHESTER BIO

Lavall Chichester is a growth focused digital marketer who has helped brands make millions of 

dollars on and off line. He made Ad Age’s 2015 40 Under 40 list for turning the search group at 

Profero into a muti-million dollar business in less than a year. He has 13+ years of developing 

digital marketing strategies for brands like Apple, Western Union, the NBA, Kaiser 

Permanente, Vitamin Water and others. Lavall is a second-degree Black Belt, a bare-knuckle 

Karate Champion and practices Full Contact Digital Marketing for his clients. He is a digital 

marketing educator who has lectured at NYU, Baruch, Brooklyn College and taught advanced 

digital strategies to key stakeholders in major brands.
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Agenda

1. Understanding Keywords
2. Keyword Data Sources
3. Google Keyword Planner
4. Additional Data Sources
5. Content Development Framework
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UNDERSTANDING KEYWORDS 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What you will learn

1. Why keyword 
research is important

2. Different types of keywords 
like short tail and long tail

3. How to inflate keyword
 search volume
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What is keyword research and why is it important
Keyword research is important because it allows you to identify what your customers need based on the 
words they search for. When people use search engines they usually have a problem they need solved, they 
are looking for information or they are researching before they buy a product.Your business should be the one 
that shows up and offers the solutions to their problems, answers their questions and is the product or service 
they want to buy.
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Each keyword is main street
If you are a business that has retail store then you have to 
understand that each keyword is like Main Street. Ranking in 
the top three positions on search engines is like having prime 
real estate on the Main Street of the world. Businesses 
spend millions of dollars in rent to have a prime location on a 
busy street. Investing in SEO and ranking well gives you the 
ability to have prime location in search engines for free.
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Each keyword is a store isle
If you are selling a product or service you have to 
understand that each keyword is like a super market isle 
with only 10 products on the shelf. If you rank well for your 
main keywords that have buying intent then you will make 
money. This is because people love convenience and won’t 
walk down the search result page “isle” to find a product. 
They will purchase the products that are on top or first in 
the isle. If you run an ecommerce business this is essential 
to your success.
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Keywords are part of the consumer journey and 
are deeply personal

A life change

Looking for something nearby 

Trying to do something new

Want to get the best deal

They have a reason to 
search They search They rate, review & 

share what happened

They 
-do it
-try it 
-buy it

Destination weddings 

Coffee shops near me 

How to carve a turkey 

Sony 52” TV Which becomes content 
for the next person’s 

search

STIMULUS SEARCH ACTION EXPERIENCE

�9

In the past brands could use a single stimulus like a TV commercial to get customers to go to the store and 
purchase and item. Now when a stimulus happens like a life changing event- for example getting married, a 
TV commercial, getting sick, moving, or even graduating you search for information or products that will help 
the situation. After the search you take action like trying, doing something or buy something. After this the 
customers share if the experience was positive or negative and that helps improve search result for others.
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Short tail keywords & long tail keywords

Source: Ahrefs

Short tail keywords are keywords that are shorter and usually broader in meaning. A term like "Counseling" is a 
short tail keyword that is not as specific as it could be. It could mean a lot of things and different things to different 
searchers. In this example you don't know what type of counseling they are looking for just that they searched for 
counseling. Longer tailed keywords on the other hand are more specific and contain several words. A term like 
“couples counseling open relationship jealousy Seattle" is a longer tail term and very specific. You should focus on 
creating content to target both long and short tail keywords. Long tail also refers to the strategy of targeting 
keywords that might be short but have lower search volume and competition. If you add all of those lower volume 
short words then you can get a ton of traffic. I know it is a bit confusing but the point is to go after terms that have 
both high and low search volume and that are both short and long.
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High intent keywords & low intent keywords
When you are doing keyword research you have to be focused to be 
aware that keywords have different intent levels. When I say “intent” I 
mean  the intention to take an action like buying a product or service.

High Intent Keywords
High intent keywords are terms that have a higher chance of resulting in 
someone converting into a customer. For example if
someone searched for “buy mens shoes online” they are most likely 
looking to buy a pair of mens shoes online. Targeting and ranking for these 
terms is extremely important.

Low Intent keywords
Keywords with lower intent are terms that would not directly result in the 
searcher buying your product or service.
A term like “mens shoes” is has low intent because you don’t know why 
they are searching for the term. Terms with lower intent are important to 
target because they can help push the searcher towards buying from you.
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Search volume and keywords
What’s great about search is that search engines like Google and Bing give you the search volume for the keywords
that people are using to find things. For example a keyword like “Currency Converter” gets 12,000,000 searches 
every year. Knowing the search volume for each keyword helps you prioritize your research so that you are looking 
for keywords that will drive traffic to your website. The point of SEO is to rank for keywords that have high search 
volume so that you can convert that search volume into website traffic and then sales.

Keyword search volume can be used to get a sense of what people want. It is extremely useful information for when 
you are.

Pick Retail Location
You can use search volume
to find where people are searching
for your particular product and
service. This will help make sure
that you are in fact investing
in the right locations.

Brand Health
The search volume of brand 
related search terms will show 
you how your brand is doing in 
different locations.

Creating a Product or Service
Knowing what people want 
allows you to create new products
to satisfy their needs.

Creating a Business
Search volume can show you
exactly what types of needs people 
have so you can build a business to 
offer the solutions.

Content Creation
Knowing search volume
allows you to create websites
and content that people want 
instead of trying to guess what 
they want.
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It's very important to understand and have a Seasonal and Evergreen 
content strategy driven by keyword research.

Evergreen Keywords
Evergreen keywords are keywords that are valuable and exist all year round 
like Evergreen pine trees. There are many of these but it is important for 
them to be related to your business. For example if you own a Watch Store 
you can target a keyword like “Watch buying guide” because people would 
buy a watch all year round.

Seasonal keywords & Evergreen keywords

Seasonal Keywords
Seasonal keywords are keywords that increase in search 
volume and value during specific times of the year.

Example of Seasonal Areas:
• Holidays (Christmas, Thanksgiving Day)
• Seasons (Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall)
• Special Days ( National Siblings Day, National Donut Day)

�13
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The great thing about keyword search volume is that it can be inflated by several factors. You should always have a keyword 
inflation strategy as part of your marketing efforts. You can turn keywords that have no search volume into ones that do have 
search volume.

Covfefe
If you looked at the search volume for the word “Covfefe” you can see that there was zero search volume for this term
before Trump Tweeted it. Our TV sets did the rest because everyone from the news to late night TV hosts were talking
about the term and ask “What is Covfefe”. You can see from the Google Trends chart below that searches and search volume 
around the word increased drastically. They went from 0 to 100 really quick.

Keyword volume inflation
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You can use the following marketing tactics to inflate search volume.

How to inflate keyword search volume

TV Commercials
Use TV commercials to 
inflate searches. 66% of 
smartphone owners use 
their phones to learn more 
about something they saw 
in a TV commercial

PR
Use your PR events 
and stunts to directly
increase searches for
a brand, product, 
event or topic.

Events
Use events to 
inflate search 
volume in 
locations where 
your event is.

News
Use breaking news 
like company IPOs 
and other events to 
increase
search volume.

Inflating keyword search volume is a clever tactic to get more out of your search efforts.

Why Inflate Search Volume 
• Cheaper: Keywords that have no search volume and then suddenly gain some are 

way cheaper when it comes to paid search.
• Low Competition: These keywords will have very little to no competition so you will 

gain all the traffic from them
• Easier to Rank: They will also be easier to rank on from an organic perspective 

Social Media
Use social media sites like 
Facebook and Twitter to 
increase search volume. 
This works brilliantly if you if 
you are spending money on 
the platforms. You will get 
more bang for your buck.
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Case Study: TripAdvisor
TripAdvisor did this masterfully with their “Don’t Just Search” campaign.
They ran commercials that told people not to just search’
“New York” search “TripAdvisor New York” when you are looking
to travel for vacation. This inflated the search volume on Google 
and they then bid on the terms for less than a dollar.

Don’t Just Search New York

Low Cost Per Click

Zero Competition
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Summary

1. Keyword research allows 
you to find customer intent

2. Every keyword has different 
levels of search volume

3. You should use keyword
inflation tactics as part of
your strategy
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KEYWORD DATA SOURCES  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What you will learn

1. What Semantic Search is

2. Keyword research criteria

3.How keyword research has 
evolved
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Semantic search has changed keyword research
The purpose of semantic search is to go beyond the ‘static’ meaning of a word or phrase to understand the intent of a 
searcher’s query within a specific context. Search engines use semantic search and the context of a piece of content 
to figure out the difference and relationships of entities or objects. If a searcher searches for “AA” they can mean many 
things. Search engines now use other related entities to get the context of which AA the searcher is looking for.

American Airlines

Alcoholics Anonymous

Plane                 Flight                Crew

Recovery            Drinks               Parties

This means during your keyword research you have to find and use words and things that relate to the 
word you want to rank for in your content. American Airlines relates to words like  “Plane” “Flight” “Crew”.

AA

�20
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Google Humming Bird Algorithm Update improved 
conversational search
One of the many out puts or uses for Semantic Search came with 
Googles Humming Bird Update. The update made it easier for people to 
ask questions with their voice on Google Now and get simple answers. 
This allowed people to “have a conversation” with Google. This was to 
make it quick and easy for someone on a mobile phone to get an answer 
to a questions. If you ask how old is Obama you quickly get the answer
but also popular searches and entities that are related to Obama. 

Related entities like:
Wife: His wife’s age
Politician/Friend: Hillary Clinton’s age
Current President: Trump’s age 

�21
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Criteria to use during keyword research

Consumer Intent 
The likelihood that a keyword topic 
has intent that matches with what 

you want them to do

  

Brand Relevance
The relevance for the brand to 
be providing content around a 

keyword topic 
  

Ranking Difficulty
The opportunity to build a high 

ranking based on SERP 
conditions for the keyword topic

Business Opportunity 
The business opportunity 
based on query volume
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Old way of doing keyword research focused on 
keywords from just Google & Bing
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Core keyword research tools have expanded

Keyword Tools
1. Core Keyword Tools: 
These are core keyword tools.
There are many others but these are
 two of the best.

2. Supporting Keyword Tools: 
 These are additional tools you can 
use to support the  others.

1

2

�24
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Additional data sources are crucial

Website Analytics Consumer Surveys

Social Data Internal Search

Keyword Tools

�25
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Summary
1.Semantic search allows search
engines to understand the context 
of a search and has changed 
keyword research

2. Keep the four research criteria in 
mind 
-Consumer Intent
-Business relevance
-Business opportunity
-Ranking Difficulty

3. Need additional data points to do
keyword research better
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KEYWORD TOOLS  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What you will learn
1. Keyword research criteria

2. How to use Google 
Keyword Planner

6. How to put it all together

4. How to use SEMRUSH

5. How to use Answer The 
Public

3. How to use Keywords 
Everywhere
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Research criteria to keep in mind before you get started

Icon
Consumer Intent 

The likelihood that a keyword topic has 
intent that matches with your product or 

service

  

Brand Relevance
The relevance for the brand to be 

providing content around a 
keyword topic 

  

Ranking Difficulty
The opportunity to build a high ranking 

based on SERP conditions for the 
keyword topic

Business Opportunity 
The business opportunity 
based on query volume

  
�29
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First let’s take a look at a few core keyword tools

Website Analytics Consumer Surveys

Social Data Internal Search

Keyword Tools

�30
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Google Adwords Keyword Planner (Free)

Google allows you to access
their keyword data using their
Keyword Planner.

    Google and Bing’s keyword tools
    are still at the center of the   
    keyword research process.

    Google’s Keyword Planner is free
     to use and should be part of your
     digital marketing tool kit.

    

�31
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Google Adwords Keyword Planner

Sign in or 
Start a free account:
If you don not already have
A Google Ads account 
you will have to create one.

 - Google will walk you through 
How to create your first campaign.
 Create it but do not launch it.

  -You can set your budget to 
   $1 to start. Remember your 
   ad will not launch and you 
   will not have to spend any 
   money to use the Keyword 
   Planner.

Let’s take a look.
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Keywords Everywhere
Keywords Everywhere:
This is a free tool that is amazing.
It is a Chrome extension that
Adds keyword data to your search 
experience.

Let’s take a look.
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SEMRUSH
SEMRUSH:

This is one of my favorite 
keyword research tools.
SEMRUSH gives you an 
enormous amount of data
For both paid and organic search.

The tool can be used for:
-Technical audits
-Backlink analysis
-Keyword tracking and more

We are going to focus on the 
keyword portion of the tool.

Let’s take a look.
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Answer the Public
Add keywords or questions:

Use Answer the Public to find
keywords that revolve around 
questions. The tool gives you a 
beautiful visualization of your key 
words and how they relate to each 
other.

This tool has both a free and paid 
versions.

Let’s take a look.

�35
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Summary: Putting it all together
2.Sign Up or Log In:
Create your free Google 
Adwords Account or sign in 
using your gmail account.

3. Input Keyword or Landing page:
Start searching using your own 
keywords or add a landing page to get 
keyword recommendations that are 
relevant to the page. Apply filters  and 
targeting as needed.

4. Download Terms
Add the keywords to your 
plan and download them 
into an Excel sheet.This 
way you can save them on 
your computer and use 
them later.

1.Keep Research Criteria in Mind:
Remember that you are looking for 
keywords that are:
-Relevant to your business
-Have strong customer intent
-Good business opportunities 
(high search volume)
-Not to difficult to rank for

�36
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ADDITIONAL DATA SOURCES
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What you will learn

1. Other Important data 
sources

2. How to put it all together
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Additional data sources are crucial

Website Analytics Consumer Surveys

Social Data Internal Search

Keyword Tools

It’s important to not just rely on keyword data from the search engines to do your research. You have to use website 
analytics, social data, consumer surveys and internal search to get true insights about what your customers need.
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Why create content that no one is searching for when Google gives you free search data that shows you what people are searching 
for. This way you can create exactly what they are looking for. Keyword level search data from Google is priceless because it helps 
you determine how many people are interested and searching for a particular topic. Search is a deeply personal behavior and the 
keywords people use can be used to develop powerful insights that can drive creative, ad campaigns and plans.

Google’s Keyword Planner: Free MOZ’s Keyword Planner: Paid

Start with keyword research tools 
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Website analytics are essential in learning exactly what your customers want. The more they 
click, view and engage with your site content the more information you can learn from them.

Website analytics lets you know what people want
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Google Survey Questions Automated Insights

Google Customer Surveys allows you to get feedback and deep insights around your target topic.

It can also be used to collect data to add to your content.

Customer surveys can help you find deeper insights
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Internal Search on Silk Amazon’s Internal Search Being Indexed

You can use internal search to collect keyword level data from your site visitors.

You can also use it to get competitive data on what people are searching for on your competitors site.

Internal search on your site or a competitors
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Buzz Sumo helps find content that has the most shares for particular keyword.

You can also use it to find Influencers, Trending Topics and overall content performance.

Get social insights from Buzz Sumo
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Milk + Protein: Putting it together

1. Used Site Analytics: 
Saw that people visited
protein content more
than other pages

2. Keyword research: 
Did keyword research
and found that there were
Millions of searches on 
protein related keywords

3. Internal Search Data: 
Used competitor internal 
search data to figure out 
what protein content they 
had and were missing

4. Social Data: 
Use social data to find 
out what head lines 
worked and what protein 
related content was 
shared the most

Results

20%
Growth 
keywords 
ranked

56
Backlink
Growth

1.2MM+ 2:35
Time on site
vs previous :
35 seconds

Pageviews
98% 
Increase in 
website 
organic
traffic
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Summary

1. Remember the keyword 
research criteria

2. Use Google Search Planner 
for keyword data

3. Supplement this data with
other data types like social 
and website data
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CONTENT DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK  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What you will learn 1. How to develop 
content themes

2. How to score content

3. How to set content pillar 
goals

4. How to create a content 
calendar

5. How to optimize and link to 
internal content
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Use the 5 data types for keyword research

Website Analytics Consumer Surveys

Social Data Internal Search

Keyword Tools

�49
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Keyword benchmark report

�50

       Use SEM RUSH to find the keywords that 
your website is ranking for. You want to 
split them up in to branded  and non-
branded keyword rankings. Then show 
how many terms are ranking in what 
position. You want to make sure that your 
content strategy takes into consideration 
keywords that you are ranking well for and 
ones that are on the second and third page 
of Google which are in “Striking Distance”. 
It is much easier to create and optimize 
content for words you are close to ranking 
for than brand new terms.

        A keyword benchmark report also helps 
you track progress of your SEO efforts. 
Usually you should do a benchmark report 
before any SEO work is done so you can 
see improvements.
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Use the content criteria to develop content themes

Guides the 
content 

strategy to 
drive full-funnel 

engagement 
opportunities


Reveals opportunities to design 
content to capture incremental 

search traffic

Core Content Themes

Topic Pillar TwoTopic Pillar One

Topic Pillar Three Topic Pillar Four

Consumer Intent Business 
Opportunity

Ranking Difficulty

Brand Relevance

�51
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Use content criteria to score content pillars

Annual Search Volume
0-350,000                          

1
350,001-700,000             2
700,001-1,050,000          3
1,050,000-1,400,000       4

1,400,000+                        5

Keyword Topic Sample  
Keywords

Consumer 
Intent(1-5)

Brand Relevance 
(1-5)

Business Opportunity (1-5) 
(Annual Search Volume)

Ranking 
Opportunity 

(1-5)
Total Score 

Striking Distance
how to fill out a money order, what is a 
money order, deposit money for inmate 
online

5 5 5 5 20

Microfinance
 economic development, global giving, what 
is microfinance, community loans 4 5 4 3 16

Living abroad living abroad, moving overseas, moving to 
america, jobs abroad, remittances 4 5 2 3 14

Connect-to-home 
Technology 

long distance communication, how to video 
chat, how to watch sports online 1 4 3 2 13

Global Gifting Holidays
Chinese New Year , Diwali Gifts 

Ramadan 
 2 3 5 2 12

International Travel
travel hacks, last minute travel, how to travel 
cheaply, international travel tips, travel 
money 

3 2 4 2 11

International calling How to call internationally , International 
calling rates, Cheap international calling 3 3 2 2 10

Opportunities revealed in the content framework are further put through a 5-point  scoring process to prioritize keyword topics. One being 
the lowest priority and five being the highest priority.  Each of the criteria gets a point based on the topics grading related to the criteria. If
you own an online shoe store “buy shoes online” would be 5 on the Business opportunity and a 5 on the Brand Relevance but might be a 3
on the Ranking opportunity since you would be competing with Zappos and large shoe brands.
Total:
You then total up the points to get a total score.
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Add goals and confirm content pillars

Description:   

Focus on creating content that 
answers questions around 
Protein.


Goal:  
Be an authority on everything 
that has to do with Protein


Target Keywords:   
-what is protein 

-how much protein do I need

-High protein foods

Protein (Example)

Description:   

Example topic description.


Goal: 
Add your goal 

Target Keywords:   
-keyword one

-keyword two

Topic Pillar Two

Description:   

Example topic description.


Goal: 
Add your goal 

Target Keywords:   
-keyword one

-keyword two

Topic Pillar Three

Description:   

Example topic description.


Goal: 
Add your goal 

Target Keywords:   
-keyword one

-keyword two

Topic Pillar Four

You then have to add goals to your content pillars so you know what you are tracking towards and so you can
judge success. You would then load the keywords into your keyword tracker and optimize content to target them.
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Content calendar: build this based on keyword priorities

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat
1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 202

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29

Financial How To’s: Money Orders
10 Travel Apps to Know Before You Go Abroad

Fast and Easy Ways to Receive Money While Studying Abroad
What is Microfinance: An Expert Explains

How to Send Money from Western Union on Viber
10 Street Food Favorites from Around the World

Minimizing Foreign Transaction Fees When Traveling
The Ultimate Music Lover’s Pilgrimage

Ex
am

pl
e 

C
on

te
nt

 C
al

en
da

r
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Map keywords to your pages using Excel to keep track
It’s important to map your keywords along with important information like search volume back to specific pages.
You then want to also write your meta titles, descriptions and more on the same Excel sheet. This will make it very
easy to keep track of what keywords you are tracking and to what pages. You can also easily upload the data into a 
keyword tracking to for further analysis and on going performance monitoring.
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Page content optimization
Page Copy and Header Tags
1. Main keywords need to be in the first sentence followed 
with synonyms and variation of the word. H1 tag should 
contain the main keyword as a header.

Image
2.Images must have alt text with the keyword in it
3.The image file name must contain the keyword

Video 
4.Video must be embedded on the page  
5.Schema mark up should be used to 
add more information about the video 

<div itemprop="video" itemscope itemtype="http://schema.org/VideoObject">
  <h2>Video: <span itemprop="name">Title</span></h2>
  <meta itemprop="duration" content="T1M33S" />
  <meta itemprop="thumbnailUrl" content="thumbnail.jpg" />
  <meta itemprop="contentURL" content="http://www.example.com/video123.flv" />
  <meta itemprop="embedURL" content="http://www.example.com/videoplayer.swf?
video=123" />
  <meta itemprop="uploadDate" content="2011-07-05T08:00:00+08:00" />
  <meta itemprop="expires" content="2012-01-30T19:00:00+08:00" />
  <meta itemprop="height" content="400" />
  <meta itemprop="width" content="400" />
  <object ...>
    <param ...>
    <embed type="application/x-shockwave-flash" ...>
  </object>
  <span itemprop="description">Video description</span>
</div>

Internal Links & Social Sharing:
6. Must link to other relevant pages pages internally
7. Page should be easy to share on social media sites

<H1>Main keyword in the title
<H1>

<H2>Main keyword in title</H2> 
Ait target keyword, eros nulla pellentesque felis, at vitae congue velit. Phasellus keyword 
synonym neque diam, id fermentum arcu bibendum ac. Curabitur eu finibus libero, keyword 
tempus diam. 

<h3> Keyword in title </h3>

Ait target keyword, eros nulla pellentesque felis, at vitae 
congue velit. Phasellus keyword synonym neque diam, id 
fermentum arcu bibendum ac. Curabitur eu finibus libero, 
keyword tempus diam.

UDL Athletes

Divisions Online AcademyAthletes

Ait target keyword, eros nulla 
pellentesque felis, at vitae congue 
velit. Phasellus keyword synonym 
neque diam, id fermentum arcu 
bibendum ac. Curabitur eu finibus 
libero, keyword tempus diam.
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Use new content to support and link to other content

/blog Topic article

yourwebsite.com

Core landing page

Once you launch your new content you have to insure that you are creating internal links to content on
your website that is relevant to other important content. This allows site traffic and link equity to pass from
one page to the next.
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Summary

1. Use data to 
research content

2. Use that to find the sweet 
spot that brands can speak to

3. Use the scoring system to
prioritize content 
4. Always create a content 
calendar
5. Always optimize content and 
link to internal pages



Thank you
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